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Meals for Habitat 2019
Since 2006, we have collaborated with some of the
finest Pittsburg restaurants on an annual project
called Meals for Habitat. Participating restaurants
have chosen one day to be the featured Meals for
Habitat partner. At the end of that day they will
donate a percentage of the day’s income to Habitat.
There are no coupons to present or need to mention
that you are there because of their support of
Habitat. All you have to do is patronize these fine
establishments. We would appreciate it though if
you would thank these restaurants for their
participation.
This year our partner restaurants are:
Monday, September 16
Thursday, October 3
Thursday, October 17
Thursday, November 7

The Mall Deli
Chicken Mary’s
Napoli’s Italian
Restaurant
Mazzio’s Pizza

We know that these are some of your favorite
restaurants. Please plan now to patronize them on
their appointed date and don’t forget to thank them
for their support.
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Habitat to be at
Little Balkans
Chili Cook-off
Saturday Aug. 31
Once again Habitat for Humanity is the designated
charity supported by the CASI Chili Cook-Off at Little
Balkans Days. The contest is to be held in Lincoln Park
and for just a $3 donation you can sample all the
entries. See if you agree with the judges on who makes
the best chili.

Goal of 50 new Cornerstone
Members by Dec. 31
The Cornerstone Builders program has been part of our
affiliate from the first year of our existence. This year
we have made a goal of adding 50 new members to the
group.
What is a Cornerstone Builder? As a Cornerstone
Builder you pledge to make a donation once a year at a
specific level. At the beginning of our fiscal year each
July we send a reminder of your pledge. The idea is
that Cornerstone Builders provide the foundation on
which we build each house.
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If you are not a Cornerstone Builder, we hope that you
consider becoming one. There are many different
levels of giving to choose from beginning at just $15
each year. There is an enrollment form on the back of
this newletter that you can fill out and return or write to
us at hfhcrawford@gmail.com.

From the president . . .
We have so much going on that it is hard to decide
where to begin. I think I should begin talking about
something I love . . . food! I hope that you all make a
point of checking in at the CASI Chili Cook-Off at Little
Balkans Days on Saturday. While I appreciate their
continued support I also love sampling all the different
flavors in each sample that I try.
Our annual Meals for Habitat fund raiser begins in
September.
Whether you like sandwiches, pizza,
chicken, or delicious sauces there something for you.
Please patronize these restaurants and as always thank
them for their participation.
We also have some exciting plans in the works. Our
drive to increase our Cornerstone Builder membership is
underway with a goal of 50 new members by the end of
this year. I encourage you to consider joining this
important group if you are not now a member.
Doing an inventory of houses we have built we
discovered that we will be building our 20th house in
2020. It will be our third Apostles Build. We are
putting together 12 groups who will build #20 in ’20.
As always I thank you all for your support. It is a
partnership that enables us to provide simple, decent
housing here in Crawford County.
Lance Davis

Apostles Build Planned for 2020
We are excited to announce Habitat for Humanity of
Crawford County is planning another Apostles Build
beginning the Spring of 2020.
An Apostles Build consists of 12 churches or groups in
the community coming together to sponsor the building
of a Habitat for Humanity House.
In order to participate in the Apostles Build each Apostle
(church or group) will raise $3000 to contribute to the
fund raising needed, bring a group to build one Saturday,
and bring lunch for volunteers on one Saturday during
the build.
If your group is interested or has questions, please call
our affiliate office at 620-232-3588, or email the affiliate
at hfhcrawford@gmail.com.

New Website is Now Live
If you haven’t checked out our website recently you
should go to our new web address of hfhcrawford.org
and check it out.
With the new look we also now have the ability to take
donations online. There is also a page about the
Cornerstone Builders where they can make their
Cornerstone donations.

